shows that, as expected, a much higher resolution was indeed achieved by STORM.
91
From STORM data, pointillism maps ( Fig. 1i-k GPI-anchored protein) mono-exponentially decays with the distance from the substrate 8, 18, 21, 22 .
123
From the membrane TIRF signal, we constructed a three-dimensional (3D) "hills and valleys" 124 plot and gated it for a distance of 50 nm from the coverslip or less (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 125 4). Applying this 50 nm "height" gate to the entire footprint of a neutrophil revealed that only 126 ~11% of the neutrophil footprint was within 50 nm of the coverslip (Fig 2b-d CD16-AF488 intensity to construct a three-dimensional (3D) "hills and valleys" plot. We filtered 394 for mAb24 and KIM127 Fab signals that were in areas in which the CF16 signal was within 50 395 nm of the coverslip (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 4 , Matlab codes available at Github). By using 396 such a narrow slice, we select only the "tips" of microvilli which form planes nearly parallel to 397 the coverslips (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Integrin molecules anchored in the membrane plane are 398 approximately normal to the coverslip, which guided our top-view molecular modeling (see 399 Supplementary Movies 1-3). Imaris was used to generate the pointillism maps after the proximity 400 filtering (Fig. 2c, d, These 64,000 simulations yielded the distribution of the distance of blinks emanating from 420 fluorochromes in two Fabs bound to adjacent integrins (Fig. 2i, enclosed 99% of all distances between adjacent integrins from the random simulations (Fig. 3b,   456 c). The integrins in circles touching or overlapping a circle of its same kind (KIM127 + or 457 mAb24 + , respectively) were considered to be in clusters. Thus, a cluster could be as small as two 458 and as large as thousands of integrin molecules. These STORM-based binary clusters (Fig. 3d-f ) 459 were generated by masking from the pointillism map (with the diameters of the above clustering 460 cut-off) after eliminating multiple blinks (with the diameter as the cluster cut-off) in Imaris. 461 Sizes, ellipticities, number of clusters and cluster areas (Extended Data Fig. 8 Fig. 8c, d ), bean plots (Extended Data Fig. 8f, g ) 44 , mean ± SD 466 (Extended Data Fig. 1a-b, Fig. 8h-m) , distributions (Fig. 2b, e- pie chart (Fig. 3h) . The means for the data sets were compared using paired student t-tests with 469 equal variances (Extended Data Fig. 8h-m) or Mann-Whitney test (Extended Data Fig. 8c-g for e-h and j, and 30nm for k. integrins 'Parallel', which best fit the observed distance distribution. Scale bars are all 10nm.
